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ABSTRACT

Most people in every part of the world seek for justice. Justice, however, is 

sometimes delayed by the clogging of court dockets or lack of court. In response to the 

situation, the ‘Justice on Wheels’ Program was implemented. It was adopted and 

launched in the Philippines in 2004. The program aimed mainly at declogging court 

dockets by supplying mobile complementary courts and mobile substitute courts. It was 

later re-launched in 2008 under the name ‘Enhanced Justice on Wheels' Program. The 

new program added mediation services and legal aid clinics for underprivileged litigants. 

It also provided free medical and dental aid for the detainees and facilitated information 

dissemination drives on the justice system. The mobile courts were designed to travel to 

every place where there is no court or access to courts is highly remote. They were also 

made as substitute for courts which were under renovation and as complementary for 

those which dockets are clogging.

In implementing the program, the mobile courts made their pilot mission as 

complementary courts to those which dockets are clogging. Regular courts were selected 

and made to prepare the promulgation of terminating cases to be done in the mobile 

courts. The judges of the selected courts promulgated their terminating cases in the 

mobile courts and included the numbers as cases resolved through the ‘Enhanced Justice
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on Wheels’ Program. Typhoon - affected areas which courts were damaged were also 

visited by the mobile courts. Records were temporarily transferred to mobile courts and 

judges and other court personnel continued to discharge their function in the mobile 

courts.


